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Abstract

[TO BE RE-WRITTEN] We study the aggregate consumption, interest rate and
output dynamics of a heterogeneous agent economy that is parameterized to match
key features of the cross-sectional distribution of labor income, wealth, and marginal
propensities to consume measured from household-level micro data. Households face a
process for idiosyncratic income risk with leptokurtic growth rates and can self-insure
in two assets with different degrees of liquidity . The equilibrium features a three-
dimensional distribution that moves stochastically over time, rendering computation
difficult with existing methods. We develop computational tools to efficiently solve
a broad class of heterogeneous agent model with aggregate shocks that include our
model as a special case. The method uses linearization to solve for the dynamics of
a reduced version of the model, which is obtained from a model-free dimensionality
reduction method for the endogenous distributions. We will publish an open source set
of Matlab codes to implement our method in an easy-to-use and model-free way. We
find that our model, which is parameterized to household level facts, is consistent with
the sensitivity of aggregate consumption to predictable changes in aggregate income,
and with the relative smoothness of aggregate consumption - features that are difficult
to generate in representative agent. We illustrate the usefulness of our model and
methods for studying the distributional implications of shocks more generally.
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1 Introduction

[PLEASE NOTE: INTRODUCTIONWILL BE RE-WRITTEN FOR CONFERENCE VER-

SION] Over the last twenty years, tremendous progress has been made in developing models

consistent with the rich heterogeneity in income, wealth, and consumption behavior across

households in the micro data. These models often have strikingly different implications about

monetary and fiscal policies than representative agent models and allow us to study the poli-

cies’ distributional implications across households.1 However, these policy implications are

only relevant to the extent that the models are consistent with the time-series behavior of

consumption in the aggregate data. This is still largely an open question due to the many

computational difficulties in solving and analyzing heterogeneous agent macro models.

We make two main contributions in this paper. First, we develop an efficient and easy-

to-use computational method for solving a wide class of dynamic heterogeneous agent macro

models. To make the method as accessible as possible, we will publish an open source suite of

Matlab codes which implement the method in an easy-to-use and model-free way. Second, we

use the method to analyze the time series behavior of a heterogeneous agent model parame-

terized to match the distribution of income, wealth, and marginal propensities to consume in

the micro data. Building on Kaplan, Moll and Violante (2016), our model features leptokur-

tic income shocks and two assets with different degrees of liquidity. We find that the model

is jointly consistent with two key facts about aggregate dynamics: consumption responds to

predictable changes in income and is substantially less volatile than income. Matching these

two facts together has proven a challenge for traditional “spender-saver” models, suggesting

our two-asset model is a promising framework for studying aggregate consumption dynamics

going forward.

Our computational methodolofy extends standard linearization techniques, routinely used

to solve representative agent models, to the heterogeneous agent context.2 We first solve for

the nonstochastic steady state of the model using a globally accurate nonlinear approx-

imation. The approximation gives a discretized representation of the model’s stationary

equilibrium, including a non-degenerate distribution of agents over their individual state

variables. We then compute a first-order Taylor expansion of the dynamic version of the

discretized model around the nonstochastic steady state. This results in a large, but linear,

1For examples studying fiscal policy, see McKay and Reis (2013) and Kaplan and Violante
(2014); for monetary policy, see McKay, Nakamura and Steinsson (2015), Auclert (2014), and
Kaplan, Moll and Violante (2016).

2As we discuss in more detail below, the use of linearization to solve heterogeneous agent economies is
not new. Our method builds on the ideas of Dotsey, King and Wolman (1999), Campbell (1998), and Reiter
(2009), and is related to Preston and Roca (2007).
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system of equations, which we solve using standard solution techniques. Although our solu-

tion relies on linearizing this system, it is still nonlinear in individual state variables, which

preserves potentially nonlinear aggregate dynamics implied by movements in the distribution

of agents.3

Our two-asset consumption model is so large that the size of the linear system is nu-

merically intractable. We develop a model-free reduction method to reduce its size. Our

method generalizes Krusell and Smith (1998)’s insight that only a small subset of the infor-

mation contained in the distribution of agents is necessary to accurately forecast the variables

needed to solve the model. Krusell and Smith (1998)’s procedure posits a set of moments

that capture this information based on economic intuition, and verifies its accuracy ex-post

using a forecast-error metric; our method instead leverages advances in engineering to allow

the computer the identify the necessary information in a completely model-free way.

Households in our model save in a liquid and illiquid asset. The illiquid asset earns

a high return but adjusting it requires a transaction cost, while the liquid asset earns a

low return but adjusting it is less costly. A substantial portion of households endogenously

choose to save all their wealth in illiquid assets, earning the higher return but not paying

the transaction cost to smooth consumption in response to small shocks. These “hand

to mouth” consumers have high marginal propensities to consume (MPCs), in line with

empirical evidence presented in Johnson, Parker and Souleles (2006), Parker et al. (2013)

and Fagereng, Holm and Natvik (2016) among others.

The presence of hand to mouth households allows the model to match both the sensitivity

of aggregate consumption to predictable changes in aggregate income as well as its smooth-

ness relative to unconditional income fluctuations. Over short horizons, these high MPC

households are sensitive to changes in income; however, over long horizons they adjust their

illiquid asset holdings in order to smooth their consumption profiles, generating smoothness.

Jointly matching sensitivity and smoothness has posed a challenge for many benchmark

models in the literature. Simple “spender-saver” models directly assume that an exogeneous

fraction of households are permanently hand to mouth; these models generate sensitivity

by construction, but because hand to mouth households never smooth consumption they

overstate volatility. One-asset incomplete markets models, in the spirit of Aiyagari (1994)

and Krusell and Smith (1998), endogenize the amount of hand to mouth households with a

simple borrowing constraint. However, standard calibrations of these models feature far too

few high-MPC households relative to the data to generate sensitivity; we find, for example,

3However, since our method does deliver a linear state-space representation of the equilibrium, it can also
be used for likelihood-based estimation.
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that the consumption response to a shock in the one-asset version of our model is nearly

40% smaller than in the two-asset model. We therefore conclude that our two-asset model

provides a promising framework for studying aggregate consumption and the policies meant

to affect it going forward.

[TO BE ADDED] Our model is particularly useful for studying the distributional con-

sequences of aggregate shocks, and for analyzing the aggregate effects of shocks that differ-

entially impact households at different parts of the income, asset and consumption distribu-

tions. In the final part of the paper we illustrate these effects through a series of experiments

that cannot be examined in a representative agent framework.

Related Literature [TO BE COMPLETED] Our paper relates to two main strands

of literature. On the computational side, we build on Achdou et al. (2015), who develop

continuous-time tools to solve heterogeneous agent models without aggregate shocks. We

add aggregate shocks using a mix of globally and locally accurate approximations, similar

to Dotsey, King and Wolman (1999), Campbell (1998), and Reiter (2009). Our model-free

reduction method builds on Amsallem and Farhat (2011) and Antoulas (2005) in the en-

gineering literature. Also related is Preston and Roca (2007) who linearize with respect to

both aggregate and individual state variables, which requires that decisions are a smooth

functions of individual state variables as well. We do not pursue this strategy because in our

model there are numerous kinks in individual behavior and idiosyncratic shocks are large.

On the consumption dynamics side, our two-asset model structure comes from Kaplan and Violante

(2014) and Kaplan, Moll and Violante (2016). The aggregate facts we focus on are drawn

from Campbell and Mankiw (1989).

Road Map Before studying the dynamics of the two-asset model model, Section 2 de-

scribes the details of our computational method. We then apply the method to analyze the

two-asset model in Section 3.

2 Computational Method

We introduce our method in the context of the Krusell and Smith (1998) model. This model

provides a natural expository tool because it is well-known and substantially simpler than

the two-asset model in Section 3. As we show in Section 3, the method is applicable to a

much broader class of models.
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Continuous Time Our method requires the model to be specified in continuous time.

While discrete time poses no conceptual difficulty (in fact, Dotsey, King and Wolman (1999),

Campbell (1998), and Reiter (2009) originally proposed this general approach in discrete

time), working in continuous time has three key numerical advantages that we heavily exploit:

1. The matrices characterizing the model’s equilibrium conditions are naturally sparse in

continuous time; intuitively, agents only drift an infinitesimal amount in the state space

in an infinitesimal unit of time. In large models such as in Section 3, these matrices

are extremely high-dimensional and sparsity is necessary to even store them.

2. Continuous time allows us to handle non-convexities in individual decision problems,

such as fixed costs, much more easily than in discrete time. Non-convexities are nec-

essary to match micro data in many heterogeneous agent models, such as with menu

costs in firms’ pricing decisions, adjustment costs in firms’ investment decisions, or

transaction costs in households’ portfolio allocation decisions.

3. Continuous time allows us to more easily capture the nonlinear relationship between

aggregate variables and the distribution of agents in the economy, despite using linear

approximation methods. As we discuss in Section 2.6, the restriction imposed by lin-

earity is most severe upon impact of the shock, which is arbitrarily small in continuous

time.

2.1 Krusell-Smith Model Description

Environment There is a fixed mass of households j ∈ [0, 1] who have preferences repre-

sented by the expected utility function

E0

∫
∞

0

e−ρt
c1−γ
jt

1− γ
dt,

where ρ is the rate of time preference and γ is the coefficient of relative risk aversion. At

each instant t, a household’s idiosyncratic labor productivity is zjt ∈ {zL, zH} with zL < zH .

Households switch between the two values for labor productivity according to a Poisson

process with arrival rates λL and λH .
4 A household with labor productivity zjt earns labor

income wtzjt. Markets are incomplete; households can only trade in productive capital ajt

subject to the borrowing constraint ajt ≥ a.

4The assumption that idiosyncratic shocks follow a Poisson process is for simplicity of exposition; the
method can also handle diffusion or jump-diffusion shock processes.
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There is a representative firm which has access to the Cobb-Douglas production function

Yt = eZtKα
t N

1−α
t ,

where Zt is aggregate productivity, Kt is aggregate capital and Nt is aggregate efficiency

units of labor. Aggregate productivity follows the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process

dZt = −νZtdt+ σdWt,

where dWt is the innovation to a standard Brownian motion, ν captures the rate of mean

reversion, and σ captures the size of innovations.

Equilibrium The household-level state variables are capital holdings a and the idiosyn-

cratic labor productivity shock z. The aggregate state variables are the aggregate produc-

tivity shock Zt and the cross-sectional distribution of households over their individual states

gt (a, z). For notational convenience we denote an equilibrium object conditional on a par-

ticular realization of the aggregate state (gt (a, z) , Zt) with a subscript t. An equilibrium of

the model is then characterized by the following equations:

ρvt (a, z) = max
c

u (c) + ∂avt (a, z) (wtz + rta− c)

+ λz (vt (a, z
′)− vt (a, z)) +

1

dt
Et [dvt (a, z)]

(HJB)

∂tgt (a, z) = −∂a [st (a, z) gt (a, z)]− λzgt (a, z) + λz′gt (a, z
′) (KFE)

dZt = −νZtdt+ σdWt (TFP)

wt = (1− α) eZtKα
t N̄

−α, (AUX 1)

rt = αeZtKα−1
t N̄1−α − δ, (AUX 2)

Kt =

∫
agt(a, z)dadz. (AUX 3)

and where st(a, z) is the optimal saving policy function corresponding to the household

optimization problem (HJB). For detailed derivations of these equations, see Achdou et al.

(2015). (HJB) is the household’s Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation; due to our use of time-

dependent notation with respect to aggregate states, Et denotes the conditional expectation

with respect to aggregate states only. (KFE) is the Kolmogorov Forward Equation and

describes how the mass of households at a point in the individual state space evolves over

time. (TFP) describes the evolution of the aggregate shock. Lastly, (AUX 1) to (AUX 3)

define prices given the aggregate state.
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2.2 Computational Method

Our method consists of three broad steps. First, we solve for the non-stochastic steady

state of the model without aggregate shocks. Second, we take a first-order Taylor expansion

around the steady state, yielding a system of stochastic linear differential equations. Third,

we solve that linear system using standard techniques. Conceptually, each of these steps is

a straightforward extension of linearization for representative agent models to the heteroge-

neous agent context. However, the size of heterogeneous agent models leads to a number of

computational challenges.

Step 1: Compute the Steady State In a heterogeneous agent model, the nonstochastic

steady state features idiosyncratic shocks at the household level, which implies that house-

holds’ decision rules are a function of individual state variables v(a, z) and that there is a

non-degenerate stationary distribution of households g(a, z). We use a non-linear approx-

imation of these functions in order to retain the rich non-linearities and heterogeneity in

behavior at the individual level. In principle, any method to compute the steady state can

be used in this step; we use the finite difference methods outlined in Achdou et al. (2015)

because they are fast, accurate, and robust.

The finite difference method approximates the value function and distribution over a

discretized grid of asset holdings a = (a1 = a, a2, ..., aI)
T. Denote the value function and

distribution along this discrete grid using the vectors v = (v (a1, zL) , ..., v (aI , zH))
T and

g = (g (a1, zL) , ..., g (aI , zH))
T. Both v and g are of dimension N × 1 where N = 2I is the

total number of grid points in the state space. We solve the steady state versions of (HJB)

and (KFE) at each point on this grid, approximating the partial derivatives using finite

differences. Achdou et al. (2015) show that if the finite difference approximation is chosen

correctly, the discretized steady state can be written compactly as the following system of

matrix equations:

ρv = u (v) +A (v;p)v (HJB SS)

0 = A (v;p)T g (KFE SS)

p = F (g) . (PRICE SS)

(HJB SS) is the approximated (HJB) for each point on the discretized grid, expressed in

our vector notation. The vector u (v) is the maximized utility function over the grid and

the matrix multiplication A (v;p)v captures the remaining terms in (HJB). These terms

are differences of the value function at different points in the grid, weighted by how fast
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households move in the individual state space. (KFE SS) is the discretized version of (KFE)

in steady state and imposes that the distribution is stationary. Finally, (PRICE SS) defines

the prices p = (r, w)T as a function of aggregate capital through the distribution g.

Since v and g each have N entries, the total system has 2N + 2 equations in 2N + 2

unknowns. In simple models like this one, highly accurate solutions can be obtained with

as little as N = 100 grid points (i.e., I = 50 asset grid points together with the two

income states); however, in more general models with complex shock processes and multiple

individual state variables, such as the two-asset model in Section 3, N can easily grow into

the tens of thousands. Exploiting the sparsity of the transition matrix A (v;p) is necessary

to even numerically represent the steady state of these large models.

Step 2: Compute First-Order Taylor Expansion The second step of our method is

to compute a first-order Taylor expansion of the model’s discretized equilibrium conditions

around the nonstochastic steady state. With aggregate shocks, the discretized equilibrium

takes the form

ρvt = u (vt) +A (vt;pt)vt +
1

dt
Etdvt

dgt

dt
= A (vt;pt)

T gt

pt = F (gt;Zt)

dZt = −νZtdt+ σdWt.

(NON-LINEAR)

With shocks to TFP Zt, the aggregate state (gt, Zt) fluctuates over time, inducing fluctu-

ations in marginal products and therefore in prices pt = F (gt;Zt). Fluctuations in prices

in turn induce fluctuations in households’ decisions and therefore in vt and the transition

matrix A (vt;pt).

We compute the first-order derivatives of the system using automatic differentiation,

which is a computational technique which is faster than symbolic or numerical differentiation

and is accurate up to machine precision.5 The main challenge in computing the derivatives

is the size of the system – again, 2N + 2 equations with 2N + 2 variables. Exploiting the

sparsity of the transition matrix A (vt;pt) is essential for numerical feasibility, especially in

large models. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there is no open-source automatic

5Automatic differentiation exploits the fact that the computer represents any function as the composition
of various elementary functions, such as addition, multiplication, or exponentiation, which have known
derivatives. Automatic differentiation builds the derivative of the original function by iteratively applying
the chain rule.
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differentiation package for Matlab which exploits sparsity. We therefore wrote our own

package which will be made publicly available in the Matlab code suite.

The first-order Taylor expansion of (NON-LINEAR) can be written as:6

Et




dv̂t

dĝt

0

dZt



=




Bvv 0 Bvp 0

Bgv Bgg Bgp 0

0 Bpg −I BpZ

0 0 0 −ν




︸ ︷︷ ︸
B




v̂t

ĝt

p̂t

Zt



dt (LINEAR)

The variables in the system – v̂t, ĝt, p̂t, and Zt – are expressed as deviations from their

steady state values, and the matrix B is composed of the derivatives of the equilibrium

conditions evaluated at steady state. Since the pricing equations are static, the third row of

this matrix equation only has non-zero entries on the right hand side.7

Step 3: Solve Linear System The final step of our method is to solve the linear system

of stochastic differential equations (LINEAR). Following standard practice, we perform a

Schur decomposition of the matrix B to identify the stable and unstable roots of the system.

If the Blanchard and Kahn (1980) condition holds, i.e., the number of stable roots equals

6To arrive at (LINEAR), we first rearrange (NON-LINEAR) so that all time derivatives are on the left-
hand side. Second, we take the expectation of the entire system (not just the first equation) using the fact
that the expectation of a Brownian increment is zero Et[dWt] = 0, to write (NON-LINEAR) compactly
without the stochastic term as

Et




dvt

dgt

0

dZt


 =




u (vt;pt) +A (vt;pt)vt − ρvt

A (vt;pt)
′
gt

F (gt;Zt)− pt

−νZt


 dt.

Finally, we linearize this system to arrive at (LINEAR). In general, this loses information contained in the
stochastic term dWt; however, at first order this is without loss of generality because certainty equivalence
holds.

7The fact that we can express prices as a static function of ĝt and Zt is a special feature of the Krusell-
Smith model. More generally, the market clearing conditions involve integrals of decisions against the
distribution and only define prices implicitly. In those cases, one must approximate the time derivative of
the market clearing condition (rather than the static market clearing condition) in order for the resulting
the linear system to be of full rank.
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the number of state variables, then we can compute the solution8

v̂t = Dvgĝt +DvZZt

p̂t = Dpgĝt +DpZZt.
(SOLUTION)

2.3 Model-Free Reduction Method

Solving the linear system (LINEAR) is extremely fast using the approach above because the

Krusell-Smith model is relatively small. However in larger models, such as the two-asset

model in Section 3, the required matrix decomposition becomes prohibitively expensive.

In order to solve these more general models we must therefore reduce the total size of

the system. In this subsection, we describe a set of model reduction techniques from the

engineering literature to reduce the total size of the system without sacrificing numerical

accuracy. Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 describe how to reduce the distribution gt and Section

2.3.3 describes how to reduce the value function vt.
9

2.3.1 An Economist-Friendly Introduction to State Space Reduction

We reduce the distribution gt using a set of tools known as state space reduction. In

this section, we will provide a brief introduction to these tools; in the next subsection,

we will apply them to the Krusell-Smith model. The following discussion is based on

Amsallem and Farhat (2011), which in turn builds on Antoulas (2005, Section 1.1.1).10 In

order to make the material accessible to economists, we exploit a strong analogy with least-

squares regression.

For the ease of exposition, in this subsection we make three key simplifications to our

problem (LINEAR). First, we assume that there is no aggregate uncertainty σ = 0 so that

we only analyze deterministic transition paths starting away from steady state.11 Second, we

8We have written the price vector p̂t as a linear function of the state vector to easily exposit our method-
ology in a way that directly extends to more general models. However, this approach is not necessary in the
Krusell-Smith model because we can simply substitute the expression for prices directly into the households’
budget constraint.

9Reiter (2010) discusses related state space reduction techniques based on the observability matrix

that we describe below. However, he pursues an approach based on singular value decompositions, which
are numerically unstable for large models such the one in Section 3.

10All lecture notes for Amsallem and Farhat (2011) are available online at
https://web.stanford.edu/group/frg/course_work/CME345.html and the entire book by Antoulas
(2005) is available at http://epubs.siam.org/doi/book/10.1137/1.9780898718713.

11Because certainty equivalence holds in a linearized economy, these transition paths characterize the
impulse response dynamics of the model after impact of a shock.
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assume that the price vector pt is a scalar and write pt; the generalization to an ℓ-dimensional

price vector is straightforward and discussed below. Third, we assume Bgv = Bgp = 0, which

implies that the evolution of the distribution and prices can be characterized separately from

the evolution of the value function vt:

dgt

dt
= Bgggt

pt = bpggt.
(SIMPLE)

Here bpg ≡ Bpg is an 1 × N vector. This simplified formulation of the problem focuses on

the role of the distribution in determining the current price and, through the evolution of

the distribution over time, the path of future prices. In subsection 2.3.2 we will return to

the full model using the insights developed from analyzing (SIMPLE).

The insight we exploit is that only a small subset of the information in gt is necessary

to accurately compute the path of prices pt. In fact, in the discrete time version of this

model, Krusell and Smith (1998) show that just the mean of gt is sufficient according to a

forecast-error metric. However, because it relies on the economic properties of the model, it

is not obvious how to generalize Krusell and Smith (1998)’s approach to other environments.

The state space reduction technique we pursue generalizes their approach in a model-free

way, allowing the computer to compute the moments of the distribution necessary to forecast

prices.

We say that the model (SIMPLE) exactly reduces if there exists a kS-dimensional

subspace S with kS << N such that

gt = β1tx1 + β2tx2 + ...+ βkStxkS ,

where XS = [x1, ...,xkS ] ∈ R
N×kS is a basis for the subspace S and β1t, ..., βkSt are scalars. If

we knew the time-invariant basis XS , this would decrease the dimensionality of the problem

because the distribution would be characterized by the kS−dimensional vector of coefficients

βt.

Typically exact reduction as described above will not hold, so we instead must estimate

a trial basis X = [x1, ...,xk] ∈ R
N×k such that the model approximately reduces, i.e.,

gt ≈ β1tx1 + β2tx2 + ...+ βktxk

or, in matrix form, gt ≈ Xβt. Because this relationship only holds approximately, it is
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convenient to write it as

gt = Xβt + εt, (1)

where εt ∈ R
N is a residual. The formulation (1) is a standard linear regression in which the

distribution gt is the dependent variable, the basis vectors X are the dependent variables,

and the coefficients βt are to be estimated.

For now, suppose that we know the trial basis X; in this case we can estimate the

coefficients by imposing the orthogonality condition XTεt = 0, which gives the familiar

estimator

βt = (XTX)−1XTgt. (2)

Any sensible trial basis will be orthonormal, so that (XTX)−1 = I, further simplifying (1)

to βt = XTgt. We can compute the evolution of this coefficient vector by differentiating (2)

with respect to time to get

dβt

dt
=

d

dt
XTgt = XTBggXβt. (3)

Putting (2) and (3) together, we have the reduced system

dβt

dt
= XTBggXβt

pt = bpgXβt.
(REDUCED)

Summing up, assuming we have a good trial basis X, this procedure takes us from a system

of N differential equations for gt in (SIMPLE) to a system of k << N differential equations

for βt in (REDUCED).

Choosing the “Regressors” X The success of this model reduction strategy relies cru-

cially on the choice of the trial basis X. Again, we choose the trial basis with our goal of

computing the path of prices pt as accurately as possible.

In continuous time, it is natural to operationalize the notion “accurately matching the

path of prices pt” by matching the Taylor series approximation of pt+s around pt:

pt+s ≈ pt + ṗts+ p̈ts
2 + ... + p

(k−1)
t sk−1, (4)

where ṗt, p̈t, and p
(k−1)
t denote time derivatives. From (SIMPLE) we can write these time
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derivatives as

ṗ = bpgġ = bpgBggg

p̈ = bpgB
2
ggg

p(k−1) = bpgB
k−1
gg g,

or, in vector form,

P(t) :=




p

ṗ

p̈

...

p(k−1)




= O(bpg,Bgg)gt, where O(bpg,Bgg) :=




bpg

bpgBgg

bpgB
2
gg

...

bpgB
k−1
gg




. (5)

O(bpg,Bgg) is known as the observability matrix.12 Using this notation, we can write

the kth order Taylor expansion of pt+s as

pt+s ≈ [1, s, s2, ..., sk−1]P(t).

In general, pt+s depends on the current distribution gt; setting the trial basis X =

O(bpg,Bgg)
T allows us to exactly match the matrix P(t) and, therefore, the kth-order Taylor

expansion of pt+s given knowledge of the reduced vector βt only. To see this, substitute (1)

into (5) to get

P(t) = O(bpg,Bgg)Xβt +O(bpg,Bgg)εt,

where again εt is the residual from the regression. By construction, the residuals must satisfy

XTεt = O(bpg,Bgg)εt = 0, implying that P(t) = O(bpg,Bgg)Xβt exactly. Appendix A.1

establishes an even stronger result: this choice of trial basis matches the entire Laplace

Transform of the transition path (SIMPLE).

12Observability of a dynamical system is an important concept in control theory introduced by Rudolf
Kalman, the inventor of the Kalman filter which is widely used in economics. It is a measure for how well a
system’s states (here gt) can be inferred from knowledge of its outputs (here pt). For linear time-invariant
(LTI) systems it can be directly inferred from the observability matrix O(bpg,Bgg).
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Practical Considerations Although conceptually straightforward, the choice of trial ba-

sis X = O(bpg,Bgg)
T is numerically unstable due to approximate multicollinearity. As in

standard regression, high degree standard polynomials are nearly collinear due to the fact

that, for large k, Bk−2
gg ≈ Bk−1

gg , leaving the necessary regression of the distribution onto X

numerically intractable.

We overcome this challenge using Krylov subspace methods, an equivalent but more

numerically stable class of methods. For any N × N matrix A and N × 1 vector b, the

order-k Krylov subspace is

Kk(A,b) = span
({

b,Ab,A2b, ...,Ak−1b
})

It turns out that the regression of gt on O(bpg,Bgg)
T is equivalent to the projection of gt

onto the the order-k Krylov subspace generated by BT
gg and bT

pg, Kk(B
T
gg,b

T
pg). There are

many methods to compute this projection in the literature; we have found that Arnoldi

iteration is a fast and robust procedure.13

Higher-Dimensional price vector pt ∈ R
ℓ. Generalizing our model reduction strategy

to an ℓ-dimensional price vector pt is straightforward. In this case the second equation in

(SIMPLE) is replaced by pt = Bpggt where Bpg is ℓ×N . The logic for choosing the trial basis

remains unchanged. We therefore choose X = O(Bpg,Bgg) which is now ℓk × N , implying

that there are ℓk independent variables in the regression (1) instead of k.

Our discussion of model reduction has not relied on the fact that the vector pt literally

consists of prices; it is simply the vector of objects we wish to accurately describe. In practice,

we often also include other variables of interest, such as aggregate consumption Ct or output

Yt, to ensure the reduced model accurately describes their dynamics as well.

2.3.2 Reducing the Distribution in the Full Model

There are two main complications in the full model (LINEAR) relative to the simpler model

(SIMPLE) we just analyzed. First, we must additionally keep track of the value function vt

13The literature also presents alternatives to our least-squares approach to computing the coefficients βt.
In particular, one can also estimate βt using what amounts to an instrumental variables strategy: one can
define a second subspace spanned by the columns of some matrix Z and impose the orthogonality condition
ZTεt = 0. This yields an alternative estimate βt = (ZTX)−1ZTgt. Mathematically, this is called an oblique

projection (as opposed to an orthogonal projection) of gt onto the k-dimensional subspace spanned by the
columns X along the kernel of ZT. See Amsallem and Farhat (2011) and Antoulas (2005) for more detail on
oblique projections.
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and the aggregate TFP shock Zt, both of which we previously ignored by setting Bgv = 0

and assuming away aggregate uncertainty. The need to keep track of vt and Zt results in

a larger system. Second, there is a feedback from prices pt to the distribution gt which

we previously ignored by setting Bgp = 0 and a similar feedback from prices to the value

function vt. To deal with this issue, solve the third line of (LINEAR) to get

p̂t = Bpgĝt +BpZZt. (6)

Substituting this expression for prices p̂t back into (LINEAR), we arrive at

Et



dv̂t

dĝt

dZt


 =



Bvv BvpBpg BvpBpZ

Bgv Bgg +BgpBpg BgpBpZ

0 0 −ν






v̂t

ĝt

Zt


 dt (7)

Now that we have eliminated prices, the total system has a similar form as (SIMPLE)

except that there the additional variables vt and Zt. This is a system of 2N linear ordinary

differential equations, i.e. the dimension of the dynamical system is 2N , where again N is

the total size of the grid.14

Although our full system (7) is larger than (SIMPLE), we can follow the same steps as

in Section 2.3.1. Assuming we have an orthonormal trial basis X, run the same regression

(1) as before to get the reduced coefficient vector βt = XTĝt. Differentiate this expression

with respect to time to get the evolution of the coefficient vector

dβt

dt
=
[
XTBgvv̂t +XT(Bgg +BgpBpg)Xβt +XTBgpBpZZt

]
, (8)

which is of the same general form as before, with more complicated component matrices

since we substituted the price vector into the system directly.

We again choose our trial basis X to replicate the Taylor series expansion of Et[p̂t+s]

around p̂t. In computing this Taylor expansion we make the assumption that Bgv = 0 in

(7). This assumption is only to make the choice of trial basis transparent; we do not use

it elsewhere to solve the model. To proceed, it is convenient to define the expanded state

vector

ŷt =

[
ĝt

Zt

]

14In this calculation, we drop one redundant equation in the law of motion for the distribution that results
from the fact that the distribution must integrate to 1.
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and to write (6) and (7) as

p̂t = Bpyŷt (9)

Et

[
dv̂t

dŷt

]
=

[
Bvv BvpBpy

Byv Byy +BypBpy

][
v̂t

ŷt

]
dt (10)

where the matrices Byv,Byy,Byp and Bpy are found from (LINEAR) and given by

Byv :=

[
Bgv

0

]
, Byy :=

[
Bgg 0

0 −ν

]
, Byp :=

[
Bgp

0

]
, Bpy :=

[
Bpg BpZ

]
.

From (9) and (10), and our temporary assumption Bgv ≈ 0, we then have

Et[dp̂t] ≈ Bpy(Byy +BypBpy)ŷtdt

Et[d
2p̂t] ≈ Bpy(Byy +BgxBpy)

2ŷtdt
2

and so on. Following the same steps as 2.3.1, the observability matrix of this system has the

same structure as (5) but with bpgBgg replaced by Bpy(Byy + BypBpy). As before, we set

X = OT.15

2.3.3 Reducing the Value Function

After reducing the dimensionality of the distribution ĝt, we are left with a system of dimen-

sion N + k with k << N . Although this is considerably smaller than the original system

which was of size 2N , it is still large because it contains N equations for the value function

at each point along the individual state space. In complex models, this leaves the linear

system too large for matrix decomposition methods to be feasible.16

We use a spline approximation to reduce the dimensionality of the steady-state value

function v̂t. In most models, the value function is sufficiently smooth that a low-dimensional

spline provides an accurate approximation. Any spline approximation can be represented by

15A key practical consideration when performing the model reduction is that, even though Byy is sparse
and Byp and Bpy are only ℓ × N + 1, the matrix Byy + BypBpy which actually enters the system (7) is
N +1×N+1 and not sparse. In our application, N = 66, 000, and even storing this matrix in Matlab is not
feasible. Fortunately it is never actually necessary to compute this full matrix; instead, it is only necessary
to compute Bpy(Byy +BypBpy), which is the sum of two ℓ×N + 1 matrices: BpyByy and (BpyByp)Bpy .

16One way to overcome this challenge is to use sparse matrix methods to find just the k eigenvalues
associated with the stable eigenvectors. This is much faster than computing the full matrix decomposition
necessary to obtain the full set of eigenvectors. However, it is slower than the approach we pursue in this
subsection.
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a linear change of basis from the original value function v̂t to spline knot points ωt

v̂t ≈ Sωt

where S is a N×kv matrix defining the kv-dimensional subspace in which the approximation

lives and kv is the number of knot points. We approximate the deviation of the value function

from the steady-state with a quadratic spline, rather than the value function itself.

We have found that non-uniformly spaced quadratic splines work extremely well for four

reasons. First, the quadratic spline exploits the smoothness of the underlying value function

to substantially reduce dimensionality. Second, the non-uniform spacing can be used to place

knots in regions of the state space with curvature, allowing for an efficient dimensionality

reduction. Third, the quadratic spline preserves monotonicity between knot points, which is

important in computing first-order conditions. Fourth, the local nature of quadratic splines

does not create spurious oscillations at boundary conditions, which often occurs with global

approximations. Our Matlab code suite provides codes to implement the non-uniformly

spaced quadratic spline.

It is important to note the difference between approximating the steady-state value func-

tions using quadratic splines after having solved for these functions using finite difference

methods (which we do), versus solving for the steady-state value functions in the space of

quadratic splines (which we do not do). The finite difference method we use to solve the

steady-state does not impose that the value function is everywhere differentiable. This is

potentially important for capturing the effects of non-convexities such as fixed costs and

discrete choices. However, after having solved for the steady-state value functions, it is typi-

cally the case that these functions have kinks at only a finite number of points, and are well

approximated by smooth functions between these points. It is then straightforward to fit

quadratic splines between the points of non-differentiability.

2.3.4 Putting Things Together: the Reduced Linear System

Summarizing the previous Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, we have approximated the value function

and distribution as v̂t ≈ Sωt and ĝt ≈ Xβt which in turn implies that the coefficient vectors

are given by

ωt = (STS)−1STv̂t = STv̂t

βt = (XTX)−1XTĝt = XTĝt

(11)
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where we have used that both S and X are orthonormal bases. Now we simply need to keep

track of the kv×1 coefficient vector ωt for the value function and the kg×1 coefficient vector

for the distribution. Given knowledge of these coefficients is sufficient to reconstruct the

full value function and distribution, we will also sometimes refer to ωt as the reduced value

function and to βt as the reduced distribution. Following the same steps as above, we thus

reduce our original system (LINEAR) to

Et



dωt

dβt

dZt


 =



STBvvS STBvpBpgX STBvpBpZ

XTBgvS XT(Bgg +BgpBpg)X XTBgpBpZ

0 0 −ν






ωt

βt

Zt


 dt.

We show in Appendix A.2 that the state reduction of the reduced linear model is guaran-

teed to be accurate if we increase the order of the observability matrix kg until convergence

of the impulse response functions of the p̂t. Because of linearity, the convergence of these

impulse responses implies that we have computed the subspace of ĝt necessary for accurately

predicting the dynamics of p̂t. The dynamics of p̂t are in turn sufficient to compute house-

holds’ decisions. Hence, to check whether our state reduction step is accurate, we simply

need to vary kg until the impulse responses of p̂t do not change. Similarly, to check whether

the spline approximation of the value function v̂t is accurate, we increase the number of

nodes in the approximation until the fit of the spline no longer improves.

2.4 Performance of the Method in Krusell-Smith Model

The Krusell-Smith model is a useful environment for evaluating our model reduction method-

ology because it is possible to solve the full unreduced model as a benchmark. For this illus-

tration we parameterize the model following Den Haan, Judd and Julliard (2010). A unit

of time is one quarter. We set the rate of time preference ρ = 0.01 and the coefficient of

relative risk aversion γ = 2. Capital depreciates δ = 0.025 per quarter and the capital share

is α = 1
3
. We choose the idiosyncratic shock process following Den Haan, Judd and Julliard

(2010), assuming the distribution of shocks is constant. We set the aggregate shock process

to match an approximate quarterly persistence Corr(Zt+1, Zt) = e−ν ≈ 1 − ν = 0.95 and

innovation volatility σ = .007. Finally, the individual asset grid ranges from a1 = 0 to

a100 = 100 with I = 100 asset grid points. Hence the total number of grid points is N = 200

and the size of the dynamical system is 400.

We are able to substantially reduce the size of the model without sacrificing accuracy;

setting the order of the observability matrix k = 1 and using kv = 12 spline knots in the
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wealth dimension provides an extremely accurate approximation of the model’s dynamics.

Figure 1 shows that the impulse responses of key aggregate variables in the reduced model

are almost exactly identical to the full, unreduced model, despite bringing the model from a

400-dimensional to a 30-dimensional dynamical system.17

These results are consistent with Krusell and Smith (1998)’s finding of “approximate

aggregation” in the discrete time version of this model, using a computationally distinct

procedure and accuracy measure. Figure 2 illustrates this visually by plotting the elements

of the basis X = [x1, ...,xk] up to four orders in the Taylor expansion.18 For example, the

first subfigure plots splits the 200-dimensional vector x1 into the two 100-dimensional vectors

corresponding to each of the two productivity types and plots each as a function of the asset

grid. As can be seen in the figure, both vectors equal the asset grid a = [a1, ..., aI ]
T, and hence

the first basis vector equals x1 = [ aa ]. Recall from (11) that the reduced distribution is given

by the kg-dimensional vector βt = XTgt. Thus, the first element of the reduced distribution

β1t = xT
1 gt = [ aa ]

T gt which is exactly the mean of the distribution, i.e. the aggregate capital

stock. This is intuitive because the mean is, of course, necessary to compute aggregate

capital and therefore prices. The more interesting result is that all the higher-order elements

ofX, i.e. x2,x3 and so on, quickly converge to near-zero constants, i.e. they do not add much

additional information to the approximation. Thus, in this simple Krusell-Smith economy,

our model-free model reduction method in fact confirms Krusell and Smith’s “approximate

aggregation” result.

With or without dimensionality reduction, our method solves and simulates the model in

less than half a second. Table 1 reports the running time of using our Matlab code suite on a

desktop PC. Although reduction is not necessary to solve this simple model, it nevertheless

reduces running time by nearly 60%. In the two-asset model in Section 3, model reduction

is necessary to even solve the model.

2.5 Matlab Code Package

If a researcher can compute the steady state of their heterogeneous agent model, our Matlab

code package computes the aggregate dynamics essentially for free. The user simply provides

two inputs: the steady state values of the model’s variables and a function which defines the

equilibrium conditions. Our package then provides the tools to compute the first-order Taylor

expansion of the equilibrium conditions, using our automatic differentiation software which

17The impulse responses fully characterize the model’s dynamics because the solution is linear.
18Technically, our basis vector are ortho-normalized during the Arnoldi iteration; for interpretability, we

have not normalized them here.
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Figure 1: Impulse Responses to TFP Shock in Krusell-Smith Model
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Figure 2: Basis Vectors in Distribution Reduction
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Table 1: Run Time for Solving Krusell-Smith Model

Full Model Reduced Model

Steady State 0.088 sec 0.075 sec

Derivatives 0.028 sec 0.027 sec

Dim reduction × 0.013 sec

Linear system 0.138 sec 0.005 sec

Simulate IRF 0.051 sec 0.008 sec

Total 0.305 sec 0.128 sec

Notes: Time to solve Krusell-Smith model once on Dell Precision T5810 with 3.10 GHz processor and
32 GB RAM, using Matlab code suite. “Full model” refers to solving model without model reduction and
“reduced model” with reduction, using kg = 1 and kv = 12. “Steady state” reports time to compute steady
state. “Derivatives” reports time to compute derivatives of discretized equilibrium conditions. “Dim
reduction” reports time to compute both the distribution and value function reduction. “Linear system”
reports time to solve system of linear differential equations. “Simulate IRF” reports time to simulate
impulse responses reported in Figure 1. “Total” is the sum of all these tasks.

exploits sparsity; reduces the distribution following Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2; reduces the

value function using non-uniformly spaced quadratic splines following Section 2.3.3; solves

the resulting system of linear differential equations using a solver that exploits sparsity; and

simulates the model to produce impulse responses or time series statistics.

2.6 Micro Heterogeneity and Macro Nonlinearities

A common motivation for studying heterogeneous agent macro models is that movements in

the distribution of agents can potentially generate nonlinear dynamics in aggregate variables.

For example, researchers may be interested in how the response of the economy to a shock

depends on the initial distribution of MPCs across households.

Despite relying on linear approximations, our method can preserve these types of nonlin-

earities. To fix ideas, consider for example the impulse response of aggregate consumption

Ct to a productivity shock Zt, starting from some initial distribution g0(a, z). We first com-

pute the impact effect of the shock using the linear approximation of the value function

v0(a, z) = v(a, z)+ v̂0(a, z) from (SOLUTION) to back out the individual consumption deci-

sion using the first order condition c0(a, z) = (∂av0(a, z))
−

1

γ . Integrate this over households
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to get aggregate consumption

C0 =

∫
c0(a, z)g0(a, z)dadz.

Clearly, this impact response will depend on the initial distribution g0(a, z), allowing the

effect of the shock to be state-dependent.19

To compute the dynamics after impact, we update the distribution using the fully non-

linear KFE in (NON-LINEAR) instead of the linearized version in (LINEAR):

dg0

dt
= A (v0;p0)

T g0

This procedure allows us to preserve size-dependence because larger shocks potentially

induce non-proportional movements in the individual state space, and therefore different

distributional dynamics going forward. The only instant at which this is not true is the

impact period t = 0 because at t = 0 the value function is itself linear in the aggregate shock

(see footnote 19). However, the impact period is arbitrarily small in continuous time. After

the impact period we repeat this procedure throughout the course of the simulation.20

3 Aggregate Consumption Dynamics

Although the Krusell-Smith model was a useful environment to explain our computational

method, it is too simple to illustrate the advantages of our method over others. We now

turn to using our method to solve a quantitatively realistic two-asset model with aggregate

19To see this even more directly, note that one can write the deviation of initial consumption from steady
state in the form ĉ0(a, z) ≈ DcZ(a, z)Z0 where the coefficients DcZ(a, z) are found as follows:

ĉ0(a, z) = (∂av(a, z))
− 1

γ
−1∂av̂0(a, z) = (∂av(a, z))

− 1

γ
−1∂aDvZ(a, z)Z0 := DcZ(a, z)Z0.

and where DvZ(a, z) are the elements of DvZ in (SOLUTION), i.e. the different derivatives for each point in
the state space. Therefore the aggregate derivative depends on the distribution over these points, i.e. state
dependence:

Ĉ0 ≈

∫
DcZ(a, z)g0(a, z)dadz × Z0.

At the same time, the initial impulse response Ĉ0 does not feature size dependence with respect to the initial
impulse Z0 which enters linearly.

20Again, a special feature of the Krusell and Smith model is that prices are directly defined by the
distribution, but in more general models prices may only be defined implicitly through market clearing
conditions. In those cases we use the linearized pricing equation from the linearized solution of the model.
Although this imposes that prices are a linear function of the distribution, it still allows for nonlinear
dynamics of the prices because the distribution evolves fully nonlinearly.
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shocks, which was previously intractable.

3.1 Model

The household side of the model closely follows Kaplan, Moll and Violante (2016) so we keep

our exposition of it brief. The firm side follows the standard real business cycle model with

persistent shocks to productivity growth.

3.1.1 Environment

Households There is a unit mass of households indexed by j ∈ [0, 1]. At each instant

of time households hold liquid assets bjt, illiquid assets ajt, and have labor productivity

zjt. Households die with an exogenous Poisson intensity ζ and upon death give birth to an

offspring with zero wealth ajt = bjt = 0 and labor productivity drawn from its ergodic distri-

bution. There are perfect annuity markets, implying that the wealth of deceased households

is distributed to other households in proportion to their asset holdings. Each household has

preferences over consumption cjt represented by the expected utility function

E0

∫
∞

0

e−(ρ+ζ)t
c1−γ
jt

1− γ
.

A household with labor productivity zjt earns labor income wtzjt and pays a linear income

tax at rate τ . Each household also receives a lump-sum transfer from the government T×Zt,

where Zt is aggregate productivity, described below. Labor productivity is a discrete process

zjt ∈ {z1, ..., zJ} which we calibrate below and households switch from state z to state z′

with Poisson intensity λzz′.

The liquid asset bjt pays a rate of return rbt . Households can borrow in liquid assets up

to an exogenous limit b× Zt. The interest rate on borrowing is r
b−
t = rbt + κ where κ > 0 is

a wedge between borrowing and lending rates. Let rbt (bt) denote the interest rate function

taking both of these cases into account.

The illiquid asset ajt pays a rate of return rat and cannot be borrowed. It is illiquid in the

sense that there is a cost χ(djt, ajt)×Zt of depositing djt into or out of the illiquid account.

The transaction cost function is given by

χ(djt, ajt) = χ0|djt|+ χ1

∣∣∣∣
djt
ajt

∣∣∣∣
χ2

ajt.
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Under these assumptions, the laws of motion for liquid and illiquid assets are

ḃjt = TZt + (1− τ)wte
zjt + rbt (bjt)bjt − χ(djt, ajt)Zt − cjt − djt

ȧjt = rat ajt + djt.

Firm There is a representative firm with the Cobb-Douglas production function

Yt = Kα
t (ZtL)

1−α,

where Kt is the aggregate capital stock, Zt is aggregate productivity, and L is aggregate labor

supply which is constant by assumption. The aggregate capital stock is the total amount of

illiquid assets in the economy,

Kt =

∫ 1

0

ajtdj.

We assume the markets for labor and capital are competitive, so the return on the illiquid

asset rat is simply the rental rate of capital.

We will calibrate the model below to match the persistence of aggregate income growth

of around 0.35 in the data. To do so, we assume that aggregate productivity growth follows

the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process

d logZt =µdt+ Atdt

dAt =− νAtdt+ σdWt,

where µ is the average growth rate of the economy, At is the process for the aggregate growth

rate, and dWt is an innovation to a standard Brownian motion. We normalize µ = 0.

Government There is a government which balances its budget each period. Since the labor

tax rate τ and lump-sum transfer rate T are fixed, this implies that government spending

Gt adjusts each period to satisfy the government budget constraint

∫ 1

0

τwtzjtdj = Gt +

∫ 1

0

TZtdj. (12)

We assume that government spending Gt is not valued by the household.
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3.1.2 Equilibrium

We characterize the equilibrium recursively. The household-level state variables are illiquid

asset holdings a, liquid asset holdings b, and labor productivity z. The aggregate state

variables are aggregate productivity Zt and the cross-sectional distribution of households

over their individual state gt(a, b, z). As in Section 2, for notational convenience we denote an

equilibrium object conditional on a particular realization of the aggregate state (gt(a, b, z), Zt)

with a subscript t.

Households The household’s HJB equation is given by

(ρ+ ζ)vt(a, b, z) =max
c,d

c1−γ

1− γ
+ ∂bvt(a, b, z)(TZt + (1− τ)wte

z + rbt (b)b− χt(d, a)Zt − c− d)

+ ∂avt(a, b, z)(r
a
t a+ d) +

∑

z′

λzz′(vt(a, b, z
′)− vt(a, b, z)) +

1

dt
Et[dvt(a, b, z)].

(13)

The cross-sectional distribution gt(a, b, z) must satisfy the KFE

∂tgt(a, b, z) =− ∂a (s
a
t (a, b, z)gt(a, b, z))− ∂b

(
sbt(a, b, z)gt(a, b, z)

)

−
∑

z′

λzz′gt(a, b, z) +
∑

z′

λz′zgt(a, b, z),
(14)

where sat and sbt are the optimal drifts in illiquid and illiquid assets implied by the HJB

equation (13).

Other Equilibrium Conditions The remaining equilibrium conditions are standard.

The production side of the economy is determined by the factor prices, which are equal

to marginal products, and the process for aggregate productivity:

rat =αKα−1
t (ZtL)

1−α − δ

wt =(1− α)Kα
t Z

1−α
t L

−α

d logZt =Atdt

dAt =− νAtdt+ σdWt.

The behavior of the government is summarized by the government budget constraint (12).

We close the model by assuming the supply of liquid assets is fixed exogenously by
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Bt

Zt
= B∗, where B∗ is the steady state demand for liquid assets given r∗b = 0.005 (discussed

below). Given all these conditions, the market for output clears by Walras’ law.

Detrending Many equilibrium objects in the model are nonstationary because produc-

tivity shocks affect the growth rate, rather than the level of aggregate productivity Zt. In

Appendix A.3 we show that the equilibrium can equivalently be represented by a set of

normalized variables v̂t(â, b̂, z), gt(â, b̂, z), K̂t, r
a
t , ŵt, r

b
t , and At such that

1. Transformed HJB : v̂t(â, b̂, z) solves

(ρ+ ζ−(1− γ)At)v̂t(â, b̂, z) = max
ĉ,d̂

ĉ1−γ

1− γ
+ ∂bv̂t(â, b̂, z)(T̂ + (1− τ)ŵte

z + rbt (b̂)b̂− χ(d̂, â)

− ĉ− d̂) + ∂av̂t(â, b̂, z)(r
a
t â+ d̂) +

∑

z′

λzz′(v̂t(â, b̂, z
′)− v̂t(â, b̂, z)) +

1

dt
Et[dv̂t(â, b̂, z)].

The fact that TFP growth is permanent changes the effective discount factor in the

households’ HJB equation.

2. Transformed KFE : gt(â, b̂, z) evolves according to

gt(â, b̂, z) =− ∂âs
a
t (â, b̂, z)gt(â, b̂, z)− ∂b̂s

b
t(â, b̂, z)gt(â, b̂, z)

−
∑

z′

λzz′gt(â, b̂, z) +
∑

z′

λz′zgt(â, b̂, z), where

sbt(â, b̂, z) =T + (1− τ)ŵte
z + rbt (b̂)b̂− χ(d̂, â)− ĉ− d̂− âAt and

sat (â, b̂, z) =rat â+ d̂− b̂At.

Permanent TFP shocks change the effective depreciation rate of assets.

3. Transformed firm conditions : rat , ŵt, and At satisfy

rat =αK̂α−1
t (L)1−α − δ

ŵt =(1− α)K̂α
t L

−α

dAt =− νAtdt+ σdWt.

4. Transformed liquid asset supply :

B̂t = B∗.
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3.2 Calibration

The main goal of our analysis is to assess whether this model, designed to capture con-

sumption behavior at the household-level, is also consistent with the time series dynamics of

consumption at the macro level. Our calibration strategy therefore seeks to match two sets

of facts. First, we match the stationary distribution of income, liquid wealth, and illiquid

wealth, which shapes household consumption patterns. Second, we match the predictabil-

ity of aggregate income dynamics, which shapes households’ expectations in response to

aggregate shocks.

3.2.1 Micro Heterogeneity

This part of the calibration closely follows Kaplan, Moll and Violante (2016). We set a

number of parameters to external targets. We choose the quarterly death rate ζ = 1/180 so

that households live 45 years on average. We set the tax rate τ = 25% and set the lump

sum transfer T so that in steady state 40% of households receive a net transfer from the

government, consistent with the Congressional Budget Office (2013). In steady state, we

exogenously fix the liquid return rb = 0.005, i.e. 2% annually. We interpret borrowing in the

liquid asset as unsecured credit and therefore set the borrowing limit b at one times average

quarterly labor income. We set the coefficient of relative risk aversion γ = 1, implying log

utility.

Labor productivity shocks Recent work by Guvenen et al. (2015) shows that individual

labor income shocks are large but infrequent. This feature of the data has important impli-

cations for the incentives of households to save in liquid vs. illiquid assets. If shocks were

instead small and frequent, households would accumulate a buffer stock of liquid assets to

avoid frequently paying transaction costs. But since shocks are actually large and infrequent,

households only pay the transaction cost infrequently and choose to build their buffer stock

in illiquid assets.

We parameterize our income process zjt to match moments from Guvenen et al. (2015)’s

work. We model log earnings as the sum of two components

log zjt = z1,jt + z2,jt, (15)

where the components are independent and follow the jump-drift process

dzi,jt = −βizi,jtdt+ dJi,jt. (16)
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Table 2: Targeted Labor Income Moments

Moment Data Model Model

Estimated Discretized

Variance: annual log earns 0.70 0.70 0.74

Variance: 1yr change 0.23 0.23 0.21

Variance: 5yr change 0.46 0.46 0.49

Kurtosis: 1yr change 17.8 16.5 15.5

Kurtosis: 5yr change 11.6 12.1 13.2

Frac 1yr change < 10% 0.54 0.56 0.63

Frac 1yr change < 20% 0.71 0.67 0.71

Frac 1yr change < 50% 0.86 0.85 0.83

Notes: Moments of the earning process targeted in the calibration. “Data” refers to SSAA data on male
earnings from Guvenen et al. (2015). “Model Estimated” refers to the continuous process (15) and (16).
“Model Discretized” refers to discrete Poisson approximation of the process used in model computation.

Between jumps, the process drifts toward zero at rate βj. Jumps arrive at a Poisson arrival

rate λj. Conditional on a jump, a new log-earnings state zj,it is drawn from a normal

distribution with mean zero and variance σ2
j .

21 We estimate the continuous process (16) and

then discretize it using a finite difference method to generate the Poisson process faced by

households in our model (13).

We estimate the earnings process (15) and (16) to match the moments in Table 2, repro-

duced from Guvenen et al. (2015). The estimated parameters in Table 3 indicate that these

moments are best fit by a transitory and permanent component in earnings. In addition

to the leptokurtic nature of annual income growth rates, our process also matches the high

degree of right-tail income inequality in the data; see Kaplan, Moll and Violante (2016) for

details.

Adjustment costs and discount factor The five remaining parameters on the household-

side of the model – the discount rate ρ, the borrowing wedge κ, and the parameters of the

21More formally, the infinitesimal generators Aif(z) := limt↓0
E[f(zt)]−f(z)

t
of the two components i = 1, 2

are given byAif(z) = −βizf
′(z)+λi

∫∞

−∞
(f(x)−f(z))φi(x)dx where φi is the density of a Normal distribution

with mean zero and variance σ2
i .
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Table 3: Targeted Labor Income Moments

Parameter Component Component

j = 1 j = 2

Arrival rate λj 0.080 0.007

Mean reversion βj 0.761 0.009

St. Deviation of innovations σj 1.74 1.53

Notes: Parameters of the income process (15) and (16) estimated to match the moments in 2.

Table 4: Targeted Labor Income Moments

Data Model

Mean illiquid assets 2.92 2.92

Mean liquid assets 0.26 0.23

Frac. with b = 0 and a = 0 0.10 0.10

Frac. with b = 0 and a > 0 0.20 0.19

Frac. with b < 0 0.15 0.15

Notes: Moments of asset distribution targeted in calibration. Data source: SCF 2004.

adjustment cost function χ0, χ1, and χ2 – jointly determine the incentives of households to

accumulate assets. We therefore choose these parameters to match five moments of house-

hold balance sheets from the Survey of Consumer Finances 2004: the mean of the illiquid

and liquid wealth distributions, the fraction of poor and wealth hand to mouth households,

and the fraction of households with negative assets. For details on the classification of liquid

and illiquid assets, see Kaplan, Moll and Violante (2016).

Table 4 reports these moments and shows that our calibrated model matches them al-

most exactly. The implied discount rate is 4.8% annually and the borrowing wedge is 5.9%

annually. Figure 3 plots the calibrated adjustment cost function. The function has a kink

at d = 0, implying inaction.

Implied micro consumption behavior in steady state In our fully calibrated model,

the average quarterly MPC out of a $500 cash windfall is 16%, in the range of the empirical
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Figure 3: Calibrated Adjustment Cost Function

Notes: Solid lines plot χ(d,a)
a

as a function of d
a
at the median level of illiquid wealth a in stead state, where

χ(d, a) = χ0|djt|+ χ1

∣∣∣ djt

ajt

∣∣∣
χ2

ajt. Histogram displays the steady state distribution of adjustments d
a
.

estimates provided by Johnson, Parker and Souleles (2006) or Parker et al. (2013). Beyond

this average number, Figure 4(b) shows that our model generates substantial heterogeneity

in MPCs across households. The distribution is strongly bimodal; the hand to mouth house-

holds have MPCs in excess of 40%, while the remaining households have MPCs near zero.

Recent work by Fagereng, Holm and Natvik (2016) examines MPCs out of lottery prizes

using Norwegian administrative data. They find that MPCs vary with the amount of house-

holds’ liquid assets and that households with close to zero liquid assets have high MPCs even

if they are wealthy in terms of their illiquid assets, exactly as in Figure 4(a). Furthermore,

Fagereng, Holm and Natvik (2016) also document important size asymmetries, namely that

MPCs decline with the amount won, a feature of two-asset models that has been emphasized

by Kaplan and Violante (2014).

3.2.2 Aggregate Income Dynamics

In the data, the growth rate of aggregate income is predictable. Since forward-looking house-

holds choose consumption based on their expectations of future income, we view this non-

stationarity as a first-order important feature of the data.22 We therefore choose the pa-

22Most heterogeneous agent models of consumption instead assume that aggregate income follows a sta-
tionary AR(1) process around a deterministic trend. This implies that aggregate income growth is negatively
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Figure 4: Heterogeneity in MPCs Across Households

(a) MPC Function (b) Distribution in Steady State
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Notes: Quarterly MPCs out of a $500 windfall, defined and computed as in Kaplan, Moll and Violante
(2016).

Table 5: Targeted Moments of Real GDP Growth

Data Model

σ (∆ log Yt) 0.89% 0.88%

Corr(∆ log Yt,∆ log Yt−1) 0.37 0.36

Notes: Targeted moments of real GDP growth, 1953q1 - 2016q2. Source: BEA Table 1.1.6.

rameters of the production side of the model to match the dynamics of aggregate income

growth. We first exogeneously set α = 0.4 and δ = 0.02. We then choose the parameters

of the aggregate productivity growth process At – its mean reversion ν and volatility σ – to

match the autocorrelation and volatility of real GDP growth reported in Table 5. This gives

ν = 2.15 and σ = 0.04.

3.3 Computation

The total number of grid points in our discretization is N = 66, 000 resulting in an unreduced

dynamical system consisting of 132, 008 equations, which is impossible to solve without

autocorrelated over short horizons, at odds with the data.
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Figure 5: Impulse Responses to TFP Growth Shock in Two-Asset Model
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Notes: We simulate the model by discretizing the time dimension with step size dt = 0.1. We define an
impulse response as the response of the economy to a one standard deviation innovation to the TFP
process over an instant of time dt.

model reduction.23 We therefore reduce both the distribution and value function using the

procedures in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. We choose the number of knots kv in the spline

approximation to accurate approximate the steady state value function, reducing its size

from N = 66, 000 points to kv = 2, 145 knots.

Figure 5 shows that an order kg = 300 Taylor expansion of prices is sufficient to accu-

rately reduce the distribution. As we cannot compare to the full model as in Section 2, we

simply choose kg to ensure that our impulse responses of interest do not change as we further

increase kg. Figure 5 also shows that, unlike in the simple Krusell-Smith model, approxi-

mate aggregation does not hold; even reducing the model with kg = 100 leaves substantial

discrepancies in consumption and interest rate dynamics.

23Recall that the dynamical system for the simple Krusell-Smith model was of dimension 400. The reason
the two-asset model is so much larger is that the individual state space is three-dimensional. To ensure an
accurate approximation of the steady state, we use 33 grid points for labor productivity, 40 points for illiquid
assets, and 50 points for liquid assets. The total number of grid points is thus N = 33× 40× 50 = 66, 000.
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Table 6: Run Time for Solving Two-Asset Model

kg = 300 kg = 100

Steady State 60.83 sec 60.95 sec

Derivatives 20.45 sec 20.35 sec

Dim reduction 291.28 sec 50.12 sec

Linear system 13.78 sec 6.35 sec

Simulate IRF 3.36 sec 1.26 sec

Total 389.70 sec 139.03 sec

Notes: Time to solve Kaplan, Moll and Violante (2016) model once on Dell Precision T5810 with 3.10

GHz processor and 32 GB RAM, using Matlab code suite. kg refers to order of Taylor expansion used to
compute Trial Basis X. “Steady state” reports time to compute steady state. “Derivatives” reports time to
compute derivatives of discretized equilibrium conditions. “Dim reduction” reports time to compute both
the distribution and value function reduction. “Linear system” reports time to solve system of linear
differential equations. “Simulate IRF” reports time to simulate impulse responses reported in Figure 5.
“Total” is the sum of all these tasks.

All together, our method solves the model in 6 mins, 30 secs using our Matlab code

package. Table 6 shows that nearly 75% of the total time is spent reducing the model. If we

instead erroneously set kg = 100, the total runtime would fall to 2 mins, 19 secs.

3.4 Aggregate Consumption Dynamics

We now study our model’s implications for the joint dynamics of aggregate consumption,

income, and interest rates.

Sensitivity to Income and Relative Smoothness We begin by focusing on the co-

movement of aggregate consumption and income. Campbell and Mankiw (1989), among

others, show that aggregate consumption responds to permanent changes in aggregate in-

come. This feature of the data is at odds with the permanent income hypothesis because per-

manent income consumers would already have accounted for predictable changes in income

in their consumption plan. Motivated by this fact, Campbell and Mankiw (1989) develop

the “spender-saver” model in which half of households exogenously consume their income

each period and the other half are permanent income consumers. However, Christiano (1989)

shows that the spender-saver model is then inconsistent with the fact that consumption is
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Table 7: Sensitivity and Smoothness of Aggregate Consumption

Sensitivity to Income

Data Models

Two-asset One-asset Rep agent Sp-Sa

Reg(∆ logCt on ∆ log Yt−1) 0.184 0.240 0.096 0.276

IV(∆ logCt on ∆ log Yt| ∆ log Yt−1) 0.503 0.669 0.279 0.727

IV(∆ logCt on ∆ log Yt| CM, rb) 0.487 1.125 × ×

IV(∆ logCt on ∆ log Yt| CM, ra) 0.487 0.390 2.371 0.658

Smoothness

Data Models

Two-asset One-asset Rep agent Sp-Sa

σ(∆ logCt)
σ(∆ log Yt)

0.518 0.518 0.768 0.755

Corr(∆ logCt,∆ logCt−1) 0.452 0.596 0.297 0.373

Notes: In the data, consumption Ct is real nondurables plus durable services, income Yt is real GDP, and
the interest rate rt is the return on 90-day Treasury bills adjusted for realized inflation. All data is
quarterly, 1953q1 - 2016q2. “Two-asset” refers to the two-asset model and “Sp-Sa” refers to the
Spender-Saver model described in Appendix A.4. “One-asset” refers to the one-asset version of our model,
which assumes all assets are productive capital and eliminates the transactions costs χ(d, a). The discount
rate is recalibrated to match the same aggregate wealth to income ratio and the variance of TFP shocks is
recalibrated to match the variance of aggregate output. “IV(.| CM)” reproduces Campbell and Mankiw
(1989) specification (2.2), using the instrument set reported in their Table 5, row 2. Since lagged interest
rates are part of the instrument set, we report model-based coefficients using ra or rb.

less volatile than income. Hence, there is an important tension in jointly matching the sen-

sitivity of consumption to income changes and the smoothness of consumption relative to

income.

Table 7 computes a number of moments concerning sensitivity and smoothness in the

data, our two-asset model, and various other benchmark models in the literature. In the

data, we measure consumption Ct as real nondurables plus durable services, income Yt as

real GDP, and the real interest rate rt as the return on 90-day Treasury bills adjusted for

realized inflation. All data is quarterly, 1953q1 - 2016q2.

The top panel of Table 7 shows that our two-asset model is broadly consistent with

the degree of sensitivity in the data. We compute four measures of sensitivity: the OLS
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regression coefficient of consumption growth on lagged income growth; the coefficient of

consumption growth on income growth, instrumented with lagged income growth; the coef-

ficient of consumption growth on income growth instrumented with Campbell and Mankiw

(1989)’s instrument set and identifying the empirical interest rate with the liquid return rb

in the model; and the same using the illiquid return ra. Each of these regression coefficients

measures how consumption responds to income changes that are already in households’ in-

formation set.

In the data, each of these measures of sensitivity is significantly positive, indicating that

past income growth is associated with current consumption growth. Our two-asset model

reproduces this association across the four different measures of sensitivity. In fact, the

model is competitive with the spender-saver model itself, which has been reverse-engineered

to produce these facts.24 Our model is instead parameterized in Section 3.2 to match the

fraction of hand-to-mouth households in the micro data, which endogenously generates sen-

sitivity in the aggregate. In contrast, the one-asset version of the model – which assumes all

assets are productive capital and eliminates the transaction costs – produces less sensitivity

for almost all of the measures.25

The bottom panel of Table 7 shows that our model also generates a realistic degree

of consumption smoothness, unlike the spender-saver model. We compute two measures of

smoothness: the standard deviation of consumption growth relative to that of income growth

and the autocorrelation of consumption growth. In the data, consumption growth is about

half as volatile as income growth and significantly autocorrelated. Our model replicates the

relative volatility nearly exactly, while the spender-saver model substantially overpredicts

volatility. In the spender-saver model, hand-to-mouth mouth households always consume

their entire income, increasing its relative volatility; in our two-asset model, hand-to-mouth

households eventually adjust their illiquid asset position over long horizons in order to smooth

their consumption.26

The Importance of Realistic Distribution of MPCs The model’s realistic fraction

of high-MPC households is important in generating a realistic sensitivity of consumption to

24The spender-saver model reported here is in discrete time. We are currently working on computing the
model in continuous time to provide a more natural comparison. We will also compute the representative
agent RBC version of that model to fill in the last column of the table.

25However, the one-asset model produces more sensitivity for the Campbell-Mankiw instruments. We are
currently investigating why this is the case.

26Interestingly, the one-asset model also generates excessive consumption volatility, suggesting that dif-
ferences in the asset structures in the model may matter as well. We interpret the quantitative comparison
between the one-asset and spender-saver models with caution because the one-asset model is in continuous
time and the spender-saver in discrete time.
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Figure 6: Consumption Responses by Hand To Mouth Status
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Notes: impulse response of consumption for different groups. “Average” is the response of aggregate
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period. “Poor HTM” is households with zero liquid and illiquid assets in each period.
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Figure 7: Consumption Responses in One-Asset vs. Two-Asset Models
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variance of the TFP shock is recalibrated to generate the same volatility of aggregate output.

changes in income. Figure 6 confirms that the consumption of hand to mouth households

– either the “poor hand to mouth,” who have neither liquid nor illiquid assets, or the “rich

hand to mouth,” who have no liquid assets but positive illiquid assets – is substantially larger

than the average response.

Standard one-asset incomplete markets models, building on Aiyagari (1994) and Krusell and Smith

(1998), quantitatively do not feature enough high-MPC households to generate the same

sensitivity of consumption to income. Figure 7 confirms that the response of aggregate con-

sumption to an aggregate productivity shock is nearly 40% smaller in the one-asset version

of our model than in the full two-asset version.27 As Kaplan and Violante (2014) explain, in

the one-asset model the only high-MPC households are those at the borrowing constraint,

which is easy to avoid through self-insurance. In the two-asset model, the portfolio choice

and associated transaction costs χ(d, a) make saving away from the constraint more costly.

27The one-asset version of our model assumes all assets are productive capital, which agents can trade
subject to an exogeneous borrowing limit. We recalibrate the discount rate ρ so that the aggregate wealth to
income ratio is the same as in the two-asset model and recalibrate the variance of the TFP shock to generate
the same volatility in aggregate output.
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Table 8: Sensitivity to Interest Rates

Data Models

Two-asset, ra Two-asset, rb One-asset Rep agent Sp-Sa

Reg(∆ logCt on rt) 0.032 2.061 -0.882 0.294 1.340

IV(∆ logCt on rt|rt−1) 0.036 1.708 -0.843 0.006 0.839

IV(∆ logCt on rt| CM) 0.042 1.355 1.065 -0.903 0.338

Notes: In the data, consumption Ct is real nondurables plus durable services, income Yt is real GDP, and
the interest rate rt is the return on 90-day Treasury bills adjusted for realized inflation. All data is
quarterly, 1953q1 - 2016q2. “Two-asset, ra” refers to the predictions of the two-asset model using ra as the
measure of the interest rate. “Two-asset, rb” refers to the predictions of the model using rb as the measure
of the interest rate. ‘One-asset” refers to the one-asset version of our model, which assumes all assets are
productive capital and eliminates the transactions costs χ(d, a). The discount rate is recalibrated to match
the same aggregate wealth to income ratio and the variance of TFP shocks is recalibrated to match the
variance of aggregate output. “Sp-Sa” refers to the spender-saver model described in Appendix A.4. “IV(.|
CM)” reproduces Campbell and Mankiw (1989) specification (2.2), using the instrument set reported in
their Table 5, row 2. Since lagged interest rates are part of the instrument set, the model-based coefficients
depend on whether ra or rb.

Sensitivity to Interest Rates A large literature, including Campbell and Mankiw (1989)

also emphasizes that aggregate consumption is not sensitive to changes in the real risk-free

rate. Table 8 replicates this finding, measuring the risk-free rate as the return on 90-day

Treasury bills. This fact is inconsistent with the permanent income hypothesis if consumers

have a non-zero elasticity of intertemporal substitution.

Table 8 shows that our model generates substantial heterogeneity in how consumption

responds to the liquid rate rb and the illiquid rate ra. In fact, aggregate consumption

comoves negatively with the liquid rate; a positive productivity shock increases liquid asset

demand, but because supply is fixed this drives down its return rb. In contrast, consumption

comoves positively with the illiquid rate ra because higher productivity increases the marginal

product of capital. Depending on how empirical interest rates correspond to our model’s

idealized liquid and illiquid rates, these differential responses may be consistent with an

average comovement of around zero, as in the data.

3.5 Distributional Effects of Aggregate Shocks (to be completed)

The results in Section 3.4 show how heterogeneity at the household-level can shape the

response of aggregate variables to aggregate shocks. In this subsection, we plan to briefly
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Figure 8: Distributional Effects of Aggregate Productivity Shocks
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explore how aggregate shocks in turn shape the distribution of income and wealth. Changes

in the distribution may then feed back into aggregate dynamics. This section will highlight

how the covariance between marginal propensities to consume and the incidence of aggregate

shocks, is crucial for the aggregate consequence of shocks, i.e. distributions matter for the

aggregate consumption dynamics. This section will also illustrate how a common shock

affects different households differently, i.e. aggregate shocks affect distributions.

1. We will begin by studying how TFP shocks affect the distribution of households. Pre-

liminary work indicates that TFP shocks may have nontrivial effects throughout the

distribution. In particular, Figure 8 plots the response of cross-sectional dispersion in

log-consumption and log-income to an aggregate productivity shock. Upon impact, dis-

persion in log-income falls because the shock increases the real wage by more than the

illiquid rate of return; poor households, who rely more on labor income, therefore ben-

efit more than proportionally than rich households. The dispersion of log-consumption

also falls upon impact. However, after aggregate productivity growth has returned

to its mean, the dispersion of log-income and consumption actually increase, as the
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rich households accumulated additional assets which now generate additional capital

income. Note that the effects of the shock on the distribution are more persistent than

the effects on aggregate variables.

2. Although interesting, these factor-neutral productivity shocks move the return to cap-

ital and labor in the same direction, limiting their distributional consequences. We

therefore next plan to extend the aggregate production function with a (1) CES struc-

ture with elasticity of substitution less than one, in line with Oberfield and Raval

(2014), and (2) factor-specific productivity shocks. Factor-specific shocks may have

much different effects on capital and labor income in this framework, and we will study

the effect of these shocks throughout the wealth distribution and how these changes,

in turn, feed back into the economy’s aggregate dynamics.

4 Conclusion

The results in Section 3.4 highlight how the dynamics of aggregate variables can depend

importantly on heterogeneity at the micro level. In Section 3.5, we plan to explore how

aggregate shocks can in turn shape the distribution of micro heterogeneity. Together, these

results will highlight the important link between micro and macro behavior emphasized by

heterogeneous agent macro models.

In contrast to this promising avenue of research, most quantitative analysis of the macroe-

conomy still employ representative agent models, particularly in central banks and other

policy institutions. Applied macroeconomists tend to make two excuses for this abstrac-

tion. First, they appeal to “approximate aggregation” in the hopes that since it held in

Krusell and Smith (1998)’s model it would apply to their model as well. But as Figure 5

shows, approximate aggregation can break down substantially in models like our two-asset

model. Second, even accepting that approximate aggregation may fail, researchers argue

that the computational difficulties involved in solving and analyzing heterogeneous agent

models render their use intractable, especially compared to the ease with which they can

analyze representative agent models using Dynare. Our method and the corresponding suite

of Matlab codes goes some way toward bridging this gap. With these codes in hand, there

are no more excuses: if a researcher can compute the steady state of their heterogeneous

agent models, our codes will compute the aggregate dynamics essentially for free.
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A Appendix

A.1 Distribution Reduction Matches Laplace Transformation of

Transition Path

Consider the Laplace transform

p̂(s) :=

∫
∞

0

e−stp(t)dt and ĝ(s) :=

∫
∞

0

e−stg(t)dt

We will show that by projecting g onto the space spanned by the rows of the k × N -

dimensional observability matrix O, we can obtain an order k approximation to the Laplace

transform of p(t).28

First note that the fundamental property of the Laplace transform is that

̂̇g = sĝ + g(0)

Laplace-transforming (SIMPLE), we have

sĝ = Bggĝ + g(0),

p̂ = Bpgĝ.
(17)

Therefore ĝ(s) = (sI − Bgg)
−1g(0) where I is the N × N identity matrix. Putting things

together:

p̂(s) = Bpg(sI−Bgg)
−1g(0) (18)

We will now show that regressing on the observability matrix amounts to approximating

this expression for the Laplace transform of p(t). Note that we have

(sI−Bgg)
−1 = s(I−Bgg/s)

−1 = s

∞∑

j=0

Bj
ggs

−j

We need s large enough so that Bgg/s has all eigenvalues inside the unit circle. We can

always take s → ∞ to make sure this is the case. Therefore

p̂(s) = Bpg

(
∞∑

j=0

Bj
ggs

1−j

)
g(0).

28This section is motivated by https://web.stanford.edu/group/frg/course_work/CME345/CA-CME345-Ch7.pdf
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and hence for some large but finite k we can approximate p̂(s) as

p̂(s) ≈ Bpg

(
k−1∑

j=0

Bj
ggs

1−j

)
g(0) =

k−1∑

j=0

(
BpgB

j
ggg(0)

)
s1−j .

Define αj := BpgB
j
ggg(0). Then

p̂(s) ≈
k−1∑

j=0

αjs
1−j .

Note that this takes exactly the same form as the Taylor-series approximation in (4). Fol-

lowing the same steps as above, we are done.

A.2 Convergence of State Reduction

Let us start with the full system, written in the canonical form




˙̂vt

˙̂gt

0

Żt




=




Bvv Bvg Bvp BvZ

Bgv Bgg Bgp BgZ

Bpv Bpg Bpp BpZ

0 0 0 BZZ







v̂t

ĝt

p̂t

Zt




+




Πv

0

0

0




dηt
dt

+




Ψv

Ψg

0

ΨZ




dWt

dt
,

where the ηt are expectational errors. We will show that the state space reduction described

in 2.3.2 is accurate as long as the order of the observability matrix kg is high enough.

In the reduced system, we conjecture that g and v always live in lower-dimensional spaces.

Specifically,

v̂t = Sωt ⇐⇒ ωt = S ′v̂t

ĝt = Xβt ⇐⇒ βt = X ′ĝt

As discussed in the main body of the text, S is found through some spline and X is a
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semi-orthogonal basis of

span




B′

pg

(Bgg −BgpB
−1
pp Bpg)

′ ·B′

pg

((Bgg −BgpB
−1
pp Bpg)

′)2B′

pg

...

((Bgg −BgpB
−1
pp Bpg)

′)k−1 ·B′
pg




for some integer k. This induces the following reduced system




ω̇t

β̇t

0

Żt




=




S ′BvvS S ′BvgX S ′Bvp S ′BvZ

X ′BgvS X ′BggX X ′Bgp X ′BgZ

BpvS BpgX Bpp BpZ

0 0 0 BZZ







ωt

βt

pt

Zt




+




S ′ΠvS

0

0

0




dη̂t
dt

+




S ′Ψv

X ′Ψg

0

ΨZ




dWt

dt

The solution of the reduced system will express the reduced expectational errors dη̂t as

a linear function of the fundamental disturbances dWt. Plugging this solution in, we get the

solved reduced system




ω̇t

β̇t

0

Żt




=




S ′BvvS S ′BvgX S ′Bvp S ′BvZ

X ′BgvS X ′BggX X ′Bgp X ′BgZ

BpvS BpgX Bpp BpZ

0 0 0 BZZ







ωt

βt

pt

Zt




+




S ′Ξv

X ′Ξg

0

ΞZ




dWt

dt

In what follows, we will not consider whether the spline approximation of v̂ is accurate in

order to focus on the state space reduction of ĝ.

Following Krusell and Smith (1998), we gauge the accuracy of the reduced system using

an internal consistency check: does the reduced distribution accurately forecast itself if

agents’ decisions are made based on the reduced system? Household decisions are simply a

linear function of the infinite past of aggregate shocks dZ weighted by the impulse response

functions of the reduced system. By construction, then, full and reduced system give the
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same sequence of choices ω, and it only remains to check whether the implied sequence of

household distributions over the state space has the same implications for the p sequence.

By linearity, it suffices to see whether impulse responses of p are the same in the full

and reduced model. Given sequences for ω (so v̂) and Z, we can simulate forward the ĝ

equation in the original large model. Unfortunately, this approach is infeasible in practice,

since even in the reduced model the ĝ equation in itself in the original model is too large to

be simulated. But since this is a simple stable linear differential equation, we can once again

use the tools from the model reduction literature to simulate it. Specifically, let x = (ω, Z),

and note that we can, in the standard ABCD-notation, write the evolution of ĝ and the

implied sequence for p̂ as29

˙̂g = Aĝ +Bx

p̂ = Cĝ +Dx

Let’s call this system the IC-system (for internal consistency).

Now consider a reduction of this system through the projection matrix S̃, with S̃ a

semi-orthogonal basis of

span




C′

A′C′

...

(A′)k−1C′




Note that, by the definition of the A and C matrices this is exactly the same basis as used in

our original reduction. It can shown that the reduced IC-system matches the first k Markov

parameters of the full IC-system and so that, for k large enough, the impulse responses are

matched.30 Indeed, for any given k, the dynamics of the reduced IC-system are identical to

those of the solved reduced original system (since the Z’s and ω’s are identical by assumption,

and we use exactly the same g reduction as before). We are thus guaranteed to have internal

consistency for any k, and for large enough k our consistency check is actually meaningful

29The matrices A,B,C,D are simply those induced by the ĝt and p̂t equations in the unreduced full
model, where we use the invertibility of Bpp to solve for p̂t.

30A proof is available upon request but the basic idea is as follows. We consider a standard (A,B,C,D)
system, and try to match the dynamics of this system through a dimensionality reduction via what is known
as the observability matrix of order k (exactly the object we use for our dimensionality reduction in this
paper). It is then a matter of linear algebra to show that the reduced system matches the Markov parameters
of the unreduced system.
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(in the sense that the IC-check is accurate), so in fact we are done. A simple criterion for the

required order k is just convergence of the IRFs as k is increased, in either reduced-solved

or reduced-simulated system.

A.3 Detrending Two-Asset Model

Since aggregate productivity Zt is nonstationary, we must normalize the model to express the

equilibrium in terms of stationary objects. Almost all variables in the model naturally scale

with the level of productivity Zt; for any such variable xt, let x̂t =
xt

Zt
denote its detrended

version. The one exception to this scheme is the households’ value function vt(a, b, z), which

scales with Z1−γ
t .

HJB Equation Define the detrended value function v̂t(a, b, z) =
vt(a,b,z)

Z
1−γ
t

. Divide both sides

of the HJB (13) by Z1−γ
t and use x̂t notation where applicable to get

(ρ+ ζ)v̂t(a, b, z) =max
c,d

ĉ1−γ

1− γ
+ ∂bv̂t(a, b, z)

(
TZt + (1− τ)wte

z + rbt (b)b− χ(d, a)Zt − c− d
)

+ ∂av̂t(a, b, z)(r
a
t a+ d) +

∑

z′

λzz′(v̂t(a, b, z
′)− v̂t(a, b, z))

+
1

Z1−γ
t

×
1

dt
Et[dvt(a, b, z)]. (19)

Next, to replace the 1
dt
Et[dvt(a, b, z)] term, note that by the chain rule

d

dt
v̂t(a, b, z) =

d
dt
vt(a, b, z)

Z1−γ
t

+ (γ − 1)d logZtv̂t(a, b, z),

which implies that

1

Z1−γ
t

×
1

dt
Et[dvt(a, b, z)] =

1

dt
Et[dv̂t(a, b, z)] + (1− γ)d logZtv̂t(a, b, z).

Plug this back into (19) and rearrange to get

(ρ+ ζ + (γ − 1)d logZt)v̂t(a, b, z) = max
c,d

ĉ1−γ

1− γ
+ ∂bv̂t(a, b, z)(TZt + (1− τ)wte

z + rbt (b)b− χ(d, a)Zt

− c− d) + ∂av̂t(a, b, z)(r
a
t a+ d) +

∑

z′

λzz′(v̂t(a, b, z
′)− v̂t(a, b, z))

+
1

dt
Et[dv̂t(a, b, z)]. (20)
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The formulation in (20) is still not stationary because there are permanent changes in

the state variables a and b, the wage wt, and transaction cost on the right hand side. To

address this we perform a change of variables and characterize the value function in terms

of â and b̂, rather than a and b themselves. Note that

∂bv̂t(a, b, z) =∂bv̂t(
a

Zt

,
b

Zt

, z) =
1

Zt

∂b̂v̂t(â, b̂, z) and

∂av̂t(a, b, z) =∂av̂t(
a

Zt

,
b

Zt

, z) =
1

Zt

∂âv̂t(â, b̂, z).

This implies

∂bv̂t(a, b, z)(TZt + (1− τ)wte
z + rbt (b)b− χ(d, a)Zt − c− d)

= ∂bv̂t(â, b̂, z)(TZt(1− τ)ŵte
z + rbt (b̂)b̂− χ(d̂, â)− ĉ− d̂)

and

∂av̂t(a, b, z)(r
a
t a+ d) = ∂av̂t(â, b̂, z)(r

a
t â+ d̂).

Putting all these results together, we get the final detrended HJB equation

(ρ+ ζ−(1− γ)d logZt)v̂t(â, b̂, z) = max
ĉ,d̂

ĉ1−γ

1− γ
+ ∂bv̂t(â, b̂, z)(T + (1− τ)ŵte

z + rbt (b̂)b̂− χ(d̂, â)

− ĉ− d̂) + ∂av̂t(â, b̂, z)(r
a
t â + d̂) +

∑

z′

λzz′(v̂t(â, b̂, z
′)− v̂t(â, b̂, z)) +

1

dt
Et[dv̂t(â, b̂, z)].

(21)

KFE The cross-sectional distribution of households over â, b̂, z is stationary. We will di-

rectly construct the KFE for the distribution over this space. Analogously to (14), this is

given by

gt(â, b̂, z) =− ∂â ˙̂at(a, b, z)gt(â, b̂, z)− ∂b̂
˙̂
bt(â, b, z)gt(â, b̂, z)

−
∑

z′

λzz′gt(â, b̂, z) +
∑

z′

λz′zgt(â, b̂, z).
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By the product rule,

˙̂at =
ȧt
Zt

− d logZtât

and that from the construction of the modified HJB (21) above ȧ
Zt

= rat â+ d̂.

Using this result, and the analogous one for ˙̂at, we get the final detrended KFE

gt(â, b̂, z) =− ∂âs
a
t (â, b̂, z)gt(â, b̂, z)− ∂b̂s

b
t(â, b̂, z)gt(â, b̂, z)

−
∑

z′

λzz′gt(â, b̂, z) +
∑

z′

λz′zgt(â, b̂, z), where

sbt(â, b̂, z) =T̂t + (1− τ)ŵte
z + rbt (b̂)b̂− χ(d̂, â)− ĉ− d̂− d logZtâ and

sat (â, b̂, z) =rat â+ d̂− d logZtb̂.

Other Equilibrium Conditions Detrending the remaining equilibrium conditions is sim-

ple:

rat =αK̂α−1
t (L)1−α − δ

ŵt =(1− α)K̂α
t L

−α

d logZt =At

dAt =− νAt + σdWt.

A.4 Spender-Saver Model (to be completed)

This section describes the spender-saver model referenced in Section 3.4 of the main text.

Time is discrete. The firm side of the model is the same as in the two-asset model; in par-

ticular, aggregate productivity growth follows an AR(1) process that is calibrated to match

the standard deviation and autocorrelation of output growth in the data. The production

function parameters take the same values as in the two-asset model. There are two sets of

identical households in equal proportion. The first set consumes their income each period

and the second set is standard permanent income with the same parameter values as in the

two-asset model.
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